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Summary__________________________________________________________
This lifestyle themed issue of Magic Touch Wordsearch Puzzles includes 10 puzzles created
especially for dog lovers.
Each puzzle has a dog related theme, and as a special bonus 2 Photofind puzzles have been included
to challenge even the most avid canine enthusiast.
The Magic Touch Wordsearch Puzzle series of interactive books was created for the tablet reader
who enjoys traditional Wordsearch puzzles in print.
The ‘Magic Touch’ feature provides a natural feel to playing word search puzzles and mimics how
you would normally complete the puzzle in a printed book.
Solve the puzzle by swiping your finger across each of the words hidden within the grid. You can
undo marks made in error, and clear the grid to play again. Your progress will be saved when exiting
the puzzle or app.
Each puzzle is dog themed and contains a related hidden answer.
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Others book from Lovatts Crosswords & Puzzles
MAGIC TOUCH CROSSWORDS AMERICAN STYLE

A sampling of 5 quality interactive crosswords in the distinctive North American style.
This interactive book is packed with original features, including a handy Clue Bar which displays
intersecting clues for easy reference. The Toggle Button allows you to navigate effortlessly between
‘Across’ and ‘Down’ and the Auto-Check function is a useful tool for highlighting letters entered
incorrectly. There are unlimited Word/Letter Hints to ensure you’re never stuck and your ...

MAGIC TOUCH - CAT BREEDS WORD SEARCH PUZZLES
This lifestyle themed issue of Magic Touch Wordsearch Puzzles includes 10 puzzles created especially for
cat lovers.
Each puzzle has a cat related theme, and as a special bonus 2 Photofind puzzles have been included to
challenge even the most avid feline enthusiast.
The Magic Touch Wordsearch Puzzle series of interactive books was created for the tablet reader who
enjoys traditional Wordsearch puzzles in print.
The ‘Magic Touch’ feature provides a natural feel to playing ...

MAGIC TOUCH CROSSWORDS AMERICAN STYLE #1
A collection of 50 quality interactive crosswords in the distinctive North American style.
This interactive book is packed with original features, including a handy Clue Bar which displays
intersecting clues for easy reference. The Toggle Button allows you to navigate effortlessly between
‘Across’ and ‘Down’ and the Auto-Check function is a useful tool for highlighting letters entered
incorrectly. There are unlimited Word/Letter Hints to ensure you’re ...

KIDS PUZZLE FUN #1
Junior puzzlers will enjoy hours of quality entertainment with the first issue of Kids Puzzle Fun!
This interactive book features ‘Magic Touch’ drawing tools, allowing kids to solve the puzzles by using
their finger as a pen. Magic Touch unites the tactile feel of a printed book with a superior digital format,
resulting in a more natural, intuitive experience.
Special features include an extensive colour and brush palette, the ability to undo little mistakes made in
...

MAGIC TOUCH WORDSEARCH PUZZLES
The Magic Touch Wordsearch Puzzles interactive book was created for the tablet reader who enjoys
traditional Wordsearch print puzzles.
The ‘Magic Touch’ feature provides a natural feel to playing word search puzzles and mimics how you
would normally complete the puzzle in a printed book.
Solve the puzzle by swiping your finger across each of the words hidden within the grid. You can undo
marks made in error, and clear the grid to play again. Your progress will be ...

MAGIC TOUCH CROSSWORDS AMERICAN STYLE #2
The second issue in the Magic Touch American Style Crossword Puzzles series.
A collection of 50 quality interactive crosswords in the distinctive North American style.
This interactive book is packed with original features, including a handy Clue Bar which displays
intersecting clues for easy reference. The Toggle Button allows you to navigate effortlessly between
‘Across’ and ‘Down’ and the Auto-Check function is a useful tool for ...

MAGIC TOUCH SPORT & LEISURE WORDSEARCH PUZZLES #1

The second issue in the first Magic Touch Themed Wordsearch Puzzles series.
This themed issue is filled with 50 Sport & Leisure themed wordsearch puzzles. If you're into playing
sports or just enjoy watching you will love this issue.
The Magic Touch Wordsearch Puzzles series of interactive books was created for the tablet reader who
enjoys traditional Wordsearch print puzzles.
The ‘Magic Touch’ feature provides a natural feel to playing word ...

MAGIC TOUCH WORDSEARCH PUZZLES #2
The second issue in the Magic Touch Wordsearch Puzzles series.
The Magic Touch Wordsearch Puzzles series of interactive books was created for the tablet reader who
enjoys traditional Wordsearch print puzzles.
The ‘Magic Touch’ feature provides a natural feel to playing word search puzzles and mimics how you
would normally complete the puzzle in a printed book.
Solve the puzzle by swiping your finger across each of the words hidden within the grid. You can ...

MAGIC TOUCH GEOGRAPHY WORDSEARCH PUZZLES #1
The third issue in the first Magic Touch Themed Wordsearch Puzzles series.
This issue is filled with 50 Geography themed wordsearch puzzles. If you've travelled the world or would
like to, this is the issue for you.
The Magic Touch Wordsearch Puzzles series of interactive books was created for the tablet reader who
enjoys traditional Wordsearch print puzzles.
The ‘Magic Touch’ feature provides a natural feel to playing word search puzzles and mimics ...
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